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Abstract 
Some highly ordered compounds of graphene oxide (GO), e.g., the so-called clamped 
and unzipped GO, are shown to have piezoelectric responses via first-principles density 
functional calculations. By applying an electric field perpendicular to the GO basal plane, the 
largest value of in-plane strain and strain piezoelectric coefficient, d31 are found to be 0.12% 
and 0.24 pm/V, respectively, which are comparable with those of some advanced 
piezoelectric materials. An in-depth molecular structural analysis reveals that deformation of 
the oxygen doping regions in the clamped GO dominates its overall strain output, whereas 
deformation of the regions without oxygen dopant in the unzipped GO determines its overall 
piezoelectric strain. This understanding explains the observed dependence of d31 on oxygen 
doping rate, i.e., higher oxygen concentration giving rise to a larger d31 in the clamped GO 
whereas leading to a reduced d31 in the unzipped GO. As the thinnest two-dimensional 
piezoelectric materials, GO has a great potential for a wide range of MEMS/NEMS actuators 
and sensors. 
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 There has been an immense effort towards the development of advanced actuation 
materials in the past decade. Actuators have been adopted in a diverse range of 
micro/nanoelectromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS), including medical devices,1 
microrobotic,2 artificial muscle,3,4 and many other smart structures.5,6 The widely used 
actuation materials nowadays have advantages and meanwhile suffer some limitations. For 
instance, polymers-based actuators have excellent strain output (up to ~100%) and a 
lightweight, but the response speed is low.7,8 Piezoelectric actuators are capable of generating 
a linear strain output, however the small strain output (0.1-0.2%) and the requirement of high 
operating voltage restricts its use in MEMS/NEMS devices.9,10 Recently, carbon-based 
materials, such as carbon nanotubes and graphene, have attracted a lot of interest in designing 
high performance actuators because of their unique atomic structure and excellent physical 
properties.11-17 While some high performance carbon-based actuators have been shown in 
experiments,18-20 a comprehensive understanding of the actuation mechanisms is vital in 
order to realize the full potential of these new materials. 
Recently, Ong et al. used density functional theory (DFT) calculations to study the 
piezoelectric properties of graphene-based materials.21 It is well known that the piezoelectric 
effect only exists in crystalline materials with no inversion symmetry. To break the inversion 
symmetry of pristine graphene, Ong et al. introduced physisorbed adatoms (e.g., Li, K, H and 
F) onto the graphene surface. As a result, a maximum piezoelectric linear strain around 
0.15% was generated.21,22 However, the main drawback of physisorption is the weak 
interactions between the adsorbed adatoms and graphene substrate. It may lead to desorption 
at a relative high operation temperature or under a high actuation frequency, causing the 
potential failure of materials and devices.23 
Graphene oxide (GO), usually as the pre-product of synthesizing graphene,24,25 has 
generated huge interest for different types of applications. The vast diversity of GO atomic 
structures gives rise to different electronic and mechanical properties that are potentially 
useful for actuation material design.26-29 For example, recent experiments have shown highly 
ordered doping of oxygen (O) atoms on the hexagonal lattice of pristine graphene. 
Approximately 50% of the GO surfaces characterized using scanning tunneling microscope 
(STM) were found to comprise these novel periodic structures.16 There are two possible O 
atom doping configurations: so-called clamped and unzipped (Fig. 1).30 It is foreseeable that 
the doping of O atoms onto the surface with formation of strong chemical bonds will break 
the inversion symmetry of pristine graphene, therefore inducing piezoelectricity in GO. In 
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this paper, we use first-principles density functional theory (DFT) to investigate piezoelectric 
response of GO with different structural configurations. The obtained strain piezoelectric 
coefficients, d31 are compared with results of the graphene with physisorbed atoms. We also 
conduct an analysis to understand the structural origin of the piezoelectric strain in GO, 
which can explain the different dependence of d31 on oxygen doping rate for the clamped and 
unzipped GO.  
 
 
FIG. 1. Symmetrically clamped (a) and unzipped (b) GO configurations with a C/O ratio, RC/O of 4:1. Unit cells 
are depicted by dotted lines with in-plane lattice parameters shown as a and b. The C and O atoms are 
represented by small black and large red spheres, respectively. 
 
Figure 1 shows the unit cells of clamped and unzipped GO with a C/O ratio, RC/O of 
4:1. In both types of GO molecules, the oxygen atoms form covalent bonds with the two 
underneath carbon atoms. For the unzipped GO, the C-C bond below oxygen atom is broken. 
Following the terminology from Xue et al., we term them as symmetrically clamped GO 
(sym-clamped) and symmetrically unzipped GO (sym-unzipped), respectively.30 With the 
epoxy groups attached to one side, the crystal symmetry will be transformed from a point 
group of 6/mmm for pristine graphene to a non-inversion symmetric point group of mm2. In 
this study, the clamped GO with a RC/O of 2 or 4 was examined. Our DFT calculations 
showed that with RC/O > 4, the clamped GO were unstable. For the unzipped GO, a RC/O of 4, 
8, or 16 was studied. Noting that an unzipped GO molecule with RC/O < 4 was unstable.  
(a) (b)
a a
b b
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The Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP v.5.3.3) was used to perform density 
functional calculations on piezoelectric responses of symmetric GO. Projector augments 
wave (PAW) pseudopotentials and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) were 
used,31,32 with a plane-wave cutoff energy of 800 eV. A Monkhorst-Pack gamma-centered k-
points grid of dimensions 24  ×42×1 was adopted for the C2O-sym-clamped and C4O-sym-
clamped cells, with a 10×40×1 was used for the C8O-sym-unzipped GO cell. As periodic 
boundary conditions are employed in VASP, very thick vacuum layers were included 
adjacent to the GO in order to minimize interlayer interactions. An interlayer spacing of 20 Å 
was used throughout, which provides a good balance between computational accuracy and 
efforts.33 To hold this interlayer space constant, the VASP source code was modified to allow 
the simulation cells to completely relax within the plane of GO, not perpendicular to the 
plane. In all cases, the C and O atoms were allowed to relax freely in all directions. Prior to 
being subject to an external electric field, all structures were fully relaxed to determine their 
equilibrium lattice constants. The relative change of in-plane lattice constants under an 
applied electric field with respect to the equilibrium values are defined as piezoelectric 
strains.  
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FIG. 2. (a) Piezoelectric strain of symmetric GO configurations being subject to an applied electric field 
perpendicular to the basal plane (inset). (b) The strain piezoelectric coefficient, d31 as a function of oxygen 
doping level for sym-clamped GO and sym-unzipped GO.  
  
Figure 2(a) shows the in-plane piezoelectric strains as a function of electric field 
strength from -0.5 to 0.5 eV/Å. A linear relation is observed for the sym-clamped GO 
molecules with RC/O of 2 and 4 and the sym-unzipped GO molecules with RC/O of 4 and 8. 
Note that the magnitudes of the applied electric fields are experimentally achievable in 
graphene-based devices.34 Overall, the sym-clamped GO has a better strain output than the 
sym-unzipped GO. The maximum strain output of 0.12% at an applied filed of 0.5 eV/Å is 
comparable with the results from Ong et al. for graphene with some physisorbed adatoms 
(0.15%).21  
Figure 2(b) shows that the strain piezoelectric coefficient, d31 (i.e., the slope of strain 
vs. electric field curve) as a function of oxygen concentration. Overall the d31 coefficients for 
the clamped GO are significantly larger than those of the unzipped GO. A higher oxygen 
concentration in sym-clamped GO leads to a larger d31, whereas an opposite trend is observed 
for the sym-unzipped GO. The maximum d31 is obtained for C2O-sym-clamped GO. Which is 
comparable with the maximum d31 coefficient of 0.3 pm/V for the engineered piezoelectric 
graphene,21 and the d31 coefficients of the three dimensional piezoelectric materials like 
wurtzite boron nitride35 and wurtzite GaN36, 0.33 pm/V and 0.96 pm/V, respectively. But the 
d31 value is far smaller than the most widely used piezoelectric ceramics PZT, 119 pm/V.37 It 
should be noted that for piezoelectric ceramic thin films with a thickness lower than 10nm, 
the depolarization field generated by the accumulated surface charges will completely 
suppress the piezoelectric effects. Our proposed piezoelectric GO will not suffer this 
problem, rendering it great potentials in NEMS applications.  
To gain an in-depth understanding of piezoelectric properties of sym-clamped and 
sym-unzipped GO, we decompose the in-plane deformation of GO molecules into two 
contributions. As shown in the insets of Fig. 3, the in-plane projection of interatomic distance 
of the two carbon atoms bonded by the oxygen atoms is defined as segment-1. The segment-2 
is the in-plane projection of rest part. The total deformation, Δtot as shown in Fig. 3 is the 
summation of the length change in segment-1 and segment-2. For the sym-clamped cases 
(Fig. 3(a) and 3(b)), it is evident that the length change of segment-1, Δ1 dominates the 
overall piezoelectric strain output. It appears that Δ1 for C2O-sym-clamped is almost twice of 
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that of C4O-sym-clamped GO, which is consistent with increase of oxygen concentration or 
the increase of portions of segment-1. The length change in segment-2, Δ2 is approxiamtely 
the same for the two clamped GO molecules. Thus it is reasonable to understand that the 
strain output as well as strain piezoelectric coefficient d31 is nearly doubled in C2O-sym-
clamped GO when comparing with the results of C4O-sym-clamped GO (Fig. 2). In contrast, 
for the unzipped GO (Fig. 3(c) and 3(d)), Δ1 is virtually negligible and the deformation 
mainly comes from segment-2. Clearly the increase of oxygen concentration will reduce the 
number of segment-2 in the unzipped GO. Therefore, it is rational to understand variation 
trend of d31 with respect to oxygen contration in Fig. 2(b).  
 
 
FIG. 3. Stran analysis (a) C2O-sym-clamped (b) C4O-sym-clamped (c) C4O-sym-unzipped (d) C8O-sym-
unzipped. The change in length of unit cell (total), segment-1 and segment-2 are represented by blue, black and 
red lines respectively. Inset: side view of (a) C2O-sym-clamped (b) C4O-sym-clamped and (c) C4O-sym-
unzipped (d) C8O-sym-unzipped with indication of segment-1 and 2. The C and O atoms are represented by 
small black and large red spheres, respectively. 
 
With the oxygen concentration of GO reduced to 0.0625 (i.e., RC/O = 16), some 
distinctive electromechanical properties were observed. Figure 4 shows the in-plane 
electromechanical strain as a function of applied external electric field. It appears to be a 
parabolic relation with an obvious shift toward the positive electric field strength side. We 
believe that the observed strain should originate from a combination of electrostriction and 
piezoelectric effects. Fitting the non-linear strain-electric field relationship using a second 
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order polynomial yields 𝜀!! = −0.00303𝐸!! + 0.0009𝐸! − 1.79×10!! where 𝜀!! is the in-
plane strain and 𝐸! is the strength of electric field along the perpendicular direction. The 
linear term arises from the piezoelectric effect. The deducted coefficient d31 = 0.09 pm/V is 
shown in Fig. 2(b). It is consistent with the results of other GO molecules. It is well known 
that the electrostriction effect38 has 𝜀!! = 𝑀!"𝐸!!  Thus the electric field-related 
electrostriction coefficient 𝑀!" = −3×10!" m2/V2  was obtained for our GO molecule. It is a 
surprise that a negative 𝑀!" coefficient is obtained for our GO molecule because most 
electrostrictive polymers have a positive 𝑀!". In other words, our GO molecule C16O-sym-
unzipped shows a contraction in the transverse direction upon the application of a 
perpendicular electrical field, whereas most electrostrictive polymers show a transverse 
elongation. Physical origins for such a distinctive electrostriction effect are not clear, which is 
worth of future investigation. Figure 4 indicates that the electrostriction dominate the 
electromechanical properties of sym-unzipped GO with a low oxygen concentration. 
 
 
FIG. 4.  In-plane strain of C16O-sym-unzipped GO as a function of applied electric field perpendicular to the 
basal plane. A second order polynomial function (black dashed line) is fitted to the data obtained. 
 
In summary, piezoelectric properties of GO with different structural configurations 
and oxygen concentration were studied using the first-principles density functional 
calculations. The maximal values of in-plane strain and strain piezoelectric coefficient were 
obtained for C2O-sym-clamped GO, i.e., a strain of up to 0.12% and d31 = 0.24 pm/V. An 
increase of oxygen concentration in clamped GO enhances the piezoelectric strain output and 
d31 coefficient, whereas an opposite trend is observed for unzipped GO. Through an in-depth 
structural analysis, we found that deformation of the oxygen-doped region dominates the 
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piezoelectric strain of the sym-clamped GO. On the contrary, deformation from the 
‘graphene’ region without oxygen dopant makes the major contribution to the piezoelectric 
strain of the unzipped GO. Interestingly, at a low oxygen concentration, the GO exhibits a 
much more profound electrostrictive deformation than the piezoelectric deformation. A 
negative electrostriction coefficient, 𝑀!" is obtained by C16O-sym-unzipped GO, in contrast 
with those of most electrostrictive polymers. Because of their excellent piezoelectric 
properties, robust molecular structures, and atomic thickness, GO molecules are promising 
two-dimension piezoelectric materials for MEMS/NEMS actuators and sensors.  
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